Shepherds Auctions
Bathroom stock from Roca, Lecico, Armani, Shower
Enclosures from Manhattan and More

Unit 1 Bealey Ind Est
Dumers Lane
Radcliffe
Lancashire
M26 2BD
United Kingdom

Ended 21 May 2019 19:32 BST

Lot

Description

1

300x Packs of 25 Cotsworld Mid Terracotta (COTS27 P25) 100 x 100mm ceramic tiles, all new and palletised. RRP œ5 per pack
totalling œ1500 Weight: 0.938 of a tonne.

2

Pallet of 90x Packs of Johnsons Prismatic Peppermint Coloured 15x15cm Tiles, RRP £14.99 a Pack giving a pallet price of £1349.10

3

Pallet of 90x Packs of Johnsons Prismatic Peppermint Coloured 15x15cm Tiles, RRP £14.99 a Pack giving a pallet price of £1349.10

4

Plumbsure Truro 50cm 2 tap hole basin, unused

5

Plumbsure Truro 50cm 2 tap hole basin, unused

6

Plumbsure Truro 50cm 2 tap hole basin, unused

7

Plumbsure Truro 50cm 2 tap hole basin, unused

8

Plumbsure Truro 50cm 2 tap hole basin, unused

9

Plumbsure Truro 50cm 2 tap hole basin, unused

10

Unbranded Roca Close Coupled toilet comes complete with Cistern, Flush system, toilet pan and matching toilet seat, this is part of a
cancelled order for a large national house builder, the winning bidder may have the option to purchase more if available

11

Unbranded Roca Close Coupled toilet comes complete with Cistern, Flush system, toilet pan and matching toilet seat, this is part of a
cancelled order for a large national house builder, the winning bidder may have the option to purchase more if available

12

Unbranded Roca Close Coupled toilet comes complete with Cistern, Flush system, toilet pan and matching toilet seat, this is part of a
cancelled order for a large national house builder, the winning bidder may have the option to purchase more if available

13

Unbranded Roca Close Coupled toilet comes complete with Cistern, Flush system, toilet pan and matching toilet seat, this is part of a
cancelled order for a large national house builder, the winning bidder may have the option to purchase more if available

14

Unbranded Roca Close Coupled toilet comes complete with Cistern, Flush system, toilet pan and matching toilet seat, this is part of a
cancelled order for a large national house builder, the winning bidder may have the option to purchase more if available

15

Unbranded Roca Close Coupled toilet comes complete with Cistern, Flush system, toilet pan and matching toilet seat, this is part of a
cancelled order for a large national house builder, the winning bidder may have the option to purchase more if available

16

Gainsborough Showers e50 8.5kw electric shower, new and boxed (located in Unit 6)

17

Gainsborough Showers e50 8.5kw electric shower, new and boxed (located in Unit 6)

18

Gainsborough Showers e50 8.5kw electric shower, new and boxed (located in Unit 6)

19

Gainsborough Showers e50 8.5kw electric shower, new and boxed (located in Unit 6)

20

Kartell by Laufen wall tray, boxed and looks unused with box, RRP œ115

21

Roca Monojet N shower valve with diverter, unused and boxed

22

Roca panama T bath shower tap, unused and boxed, RRP ?390

23

Pair of Westco triangel radiator valves, boxed and unused

24

Pair of Westco triangel radiator valves, boxed and unused

25

Pair of Westco triangel radiator valves, boxed and unused

26

Pair of Westco triangel radiator valves, boxed and unused

27

Fluid master 400 Cistern flush system, new in packaging

28

Fluid master 400 Cistern flush system, new in packaging

29

Zoom by Roca High/low level cistern toilet pan, new

30

Roca Spun wall mounted Urinal, unused

31

Laufen Living square 1200 ceramic shelf, with box, RRP ?533

32

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in Dark Blue, please note the picture is the white version and is just to illustrate the
example and whats included in the set which is the wall grab rails and the lowering toilet grab arm.

33

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in Dark Blue, please note the picture is the white version and is just to illustrate the
example and whats included in the set which is the wall grab rails and the lowering toilet grab arm.

34

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in Dark Blue, please note the picture is the white version and is just to illustrate the
example and whats included in the set which is the wall grab rails and the lowering toilet grab arm.

35

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in Dark Blue, please note the picture is the white version and is just to illustrate the
example and whats included in the set which is the wall grab rails and the lowering toilet grab arm.

36

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in Dark Blue, please note the picture is the white version and is just to illustrate the
example and whats included in the set which is the wall grab rails and the lowering toilet grab arm.

37

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in Dark Blue, please note the picture is the white version and is just to illustrate the
example and whats included in the set which is the wall grab rails and the lowering toilet grab arm.

38

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in white, new and boxed, includes the wall rails and the lowering toilet grab arm

39

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in white, new and boxed, includes the wall rails and the lowering toilet grab arm

40

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in white, new and boxed, includes the wall rails and the lowering toilet grab arm

41

Roca Laura Access disabled toilet grab rail set in white, new and boxed, includes the wall rails and the lowering toilet grab arm

42

Lecico Remini 59cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

43

Lecico Remini 59cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

44

Lecico Remini 59cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

45

Lecico Remini 59cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

46

Lecico Remini 59cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

47

Lecico Remini 59cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

48

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

49

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

50

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

51

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

52

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

53

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

54

Lecico Remini 50cm 1 tap hole basin with Remini semi pedestal, unused and boxed

55

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

56

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

57

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

58

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

59

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

60

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

61

Lecico New Hamilton Low Level toilet pan, unused and boxed, more may be available to the winning bidder

62

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

63

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

64

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

65

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

66

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

67

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

68

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

69

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

70

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

71

5x Unbranded Toilet seats, unused and individually bagged with hinges, more may be available to the winning bidder

72

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

73

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

74

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

75

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

76

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

77

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

78

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

79

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

80

Laufen 50cm Basin, new and boxed

81

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

82

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

83

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

84

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

85

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

86

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

87

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

88

Laufen 60cm Basin, new and boxed

89

Laufen 40cm Basin, new and boxed

90

Laufen 40cm Basin, new and boxed

91

Laufen 40cm Basin, new and boxed

92

Laufen 40cm Basin, new and boxed

93

Laufen 40cm Basin, new and boxed

94

Armani Roca 650mm inset sink, unused with original box.

95

Armani Roca 650mm inset sink, unused with original box.

96

Armani Roca 650mm inset sink, unused with original box.

97

Armani Roca 650mm inset sink, unused with original box.

98

Armani Roca 250mm electronic touch sensitive back to wall toilet flush plate, boxed, RRP Circa ?400

99

Armani Roca 250mm electronic touch sensitive back to wall toilet flush plate, boxed, RRP Circa ?400

100

Armani Roca 550mm electronic touch sensitive back to wall toilet flush plate, boxed, RRP Circa ?600

101

Armani Roca 550mm electronic touch sensitive back to wall toilet flush plate, boxed, RRP Circa ?600

102

Laufen Pro 56 vanity unit inset sink, unused and boxed

103

Laufen Pro 56 vanity unit inset sink, unused and boxed

104

Laufen Pro 56 vanity unit inset sink, unused and boxed

105

Laufen Pro 56 vanity unit inset sink, unused and boxed

106

Laufen Pro 56 vanity unit inset sink, unused and boxed

107

Laufen Pro 56 vanity unit inset sink, unused and boxed

108

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

109

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

110

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

111

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

112

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

113

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

114

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

115

Lecico Senner 2 tap hole 43cm basin, unused

116

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 60cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

117

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 60cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

118

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 60cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

119

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 60cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

120

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 60cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

121

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 60cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

122

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 54cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

123

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 54cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

124

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 54cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

125

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 54cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

126

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 54cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

127

Lecico senner 2 tap hole basin 54cm with neroli full pedesatal that appears to fit the basin, unused

128

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

129

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

130

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

131

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

132

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

133

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

134

Laufen made toilet seat for Life/Love/Lama Models, model no. 89156 barcode 5704173255920 new and boxed

135

Laufen Pro S wall hung toilet pan, unused and boxed RRP ?297

136

Laufen Pro S wall hung toilet pan, unused and boxed RRP ?297

137

Laufen Pro S wall hung toilet pan, unused and boxed RRP ?297

138

Laufen Pro S wall hung toilet pan, unused and boxed RRP ?297

139

Laufen Pro S wall hung toilet pan, unused and boxed RRP ?297

140

Laufen Pro S wall hung toilet pan, unused and boxed RRP ?297

141

Pallet containing 18x Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pans. All new (located in unit 6B)

142

Pallet containing 18x Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pans. All new (located in unit 6B)

143

Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pan, new, RRP ?160

144

Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pan, new, RRP ?160

145

Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pan, new, RRP ?160

146

Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pan, new, RRP ?160

147

Nabis Desire wall hung toilet pan, new, RRP ?160

148

Roca Site frontal Urinal, boxed and unused, rrp ?251

149

Roca Stratum wall hung vanity unit˜ with built in under sink lighting system- oak, 885 x 445 x 490mm. New & boxed, RRP circa ?712.

150

Roca Gap 450mm wall mounted vanity unit in Grape, new and boxed, comes with pipe kit, RRP ?280, more may be available to the
winning bidder subject to availability

151

Roca Gap 450mm wall mounted vanity unit in Grape, new and boxed, comes with pipe kit, RRP ?280, more may be available to the
winning bidder subject to availability

152

Roca Gap 450mm wall mounted vanity unit in Grape, new and boxed, comes with pipe kit, RRP ?280, more may be available to the
winning bidder subject to availability

153

Roca Gap 450mm wall mounted vanity unit in Grape, new and boxed, comes with pipe kit, RRP ?280, more may be available to the
winning bidder subject to availability

154

Approx 22x My Plan 300 Wenge Mirror unit for downlighters, includes everything in the stock photo except the down light, new and
boxed, RRP is ?119 when the light is included

155

Bathroom suite made up of a Unbranded Roca Close Couple toilet with matching seat and flush system, a Lecico sink and Neroli full
pedestal and a Unbranded Roca 1700 x 750 steel bath with feet, all unused

156

3 Bathroom Units, 2 grey and one cream

157

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1200x900m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

158

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 800x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess of
50KG

159

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 800x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess of
50KG

160

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 800x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess of
50KG

161

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 900x900m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess of
50KG

162

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 900x900m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess of
50KG

163

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 900x900m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess of
50KG

164

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1200x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

165

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1200x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

166

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1200x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

167

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1200x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

168

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1000x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

169

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1000x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

170

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1000x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

171

Manhattan glass Quad shower enclosure (no Tray), 1000x800m, unused and boxed, comes in 2 boxes which weigh together in excess
of 50KG

